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About This Game

What is Angels of Fasaria?:

Angels of Fasaria was originally released in 2005. With thousands of downloads and over 48 thousand active users in the
browser based game, Angels of Fasaria maintained a loyal following and support base. After the release of "Fasaria World" and

later the "Ancients of Fasaria" mmorpg, Angels of Fasaria RPG and the browser based game community was closed and
discontinued.

After popular demand and by player's request, we submitted Angels of Fasaria on Greenlight and the community voted it in. It is
now re-released on Steam, back and fully revised.

Enjoy the epic adventure that started it all and begin your adventure today!
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Angels of Fasaria Game Features:

 You get Angels of Fasaria 2D RPG.

 Steam Cloud to back up saved games and user info.

 Trading cards available for earning badges and backgrounds.
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Title: Angels of Fasaria: Version 2.0
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Fasaria Works
Publisher:
NSE
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 98/98SE/Me/XP/2000

Processor: 800MHz Intel® Pentium® III equivalent or higher processor

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768 or better video resolution

Storage: 125 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English
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Fun on paper, bad in reality.

GUI is something from the 90s when a kid programmer wants to look cool.
Graphics are simple ish but pretty boring tile set - no variety.
Music keeps changing every death which happens a lot (deaths happen a lot)

I find myself an avid gamer with some skills, but this game is very difficult.
No tutorial of any kind except hints at the bottom made this a hard experience and short one too.. Very beautiful soundtrack. I
only wanted to play a racing game in my PC in HD, 60 FPS. What I got was a bunch of incompatibility issues and problems
regarding GFWL and Win10. I would not recommend this to anyone who has Win10 or 8.1 and wants to enjoy a good racing
game. It won't run at all. If it does, there will be black screens everywhere.

Until this game is patched (doubt it), stay away from anything that has that broken "Games for Windows" trash, and stick to
games that are guaranteed to work right away after purchase, like Forza on Xbox or Gran Turismo on PlayStation.

This is the real "PC Master Race" experience.. This game, despite being in Early Access, has the polish and fun factor
reminiscent of Nintendo games. Everything, from the lovely cartoonish visuals, to really enjoyable sound design. The game
plays smooth and tight, and is just really, really fun to play. The best way I could describe it is a mix between Rocket League
and shelshock, while only taking the best aspects of those games and turning it into a wonderful passion project. Overall, this is
definitely worth picking up!. Amazing Demo <3. I watched the trailer for the game and I was like: "Ok, that looks awesome but
still, it's just a trailer...who knows what will the game bring"

Let me tell you that my worries were in vain. The game is even better than I expected it to be.

Action + Great music + Nice pixelated graphics = Warlocks VS Shadows.

I really enjoy difficulty progression since it's really not just a button mashing like some people say it is. You need to learn how
to play each character and which abilities to use at the time. Boss battles are very well done!

Warlocks VS Shadows brings something new to the world of the indie games and you should play it. Although it is in the Early
Access phase I could hardly label it that way. It's much more than the tag say.. A simple platformer, just right to rest and look at
the simple graphics.. Why is this $15 when the first dlc is cheaper with twice the content? One game mode is just blackjack
with a twist so hope you enjoy RNG. Took me 6 tries to beat it the first time because it's just luck. The other is a prequel to the
main game which is interesting from a story point of view but is lacking gameplay. It's also only about 30 mins long so it doesn't
really have the time to do anything truly interesting. Very sad as the first banned footage dlc was so great.
Edit: A word
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Reflex punched my big brother when he thought it would be funny to grab me during this game.... he beat me up.....9/10 would
get beat up again.. A fun game if you're not braindead. Tad buggy but the developer is good at updating the game for fixes.
Worth the money to support a great dev for future games.. Nice little game. Short and simple, with a decent replay value. Some
minor errors here and there (a few mixups with names now and then), but I couldn't care less. If you like choices, and want to
play something that won't take up too much of your time, this is the game for you.. I don't get the number of negative reviews
for this title. It's a simple, straightforward puzzle game. It's a decent one though, with a bit of a story line, and a genuine bit of a
challenge. When you take that sort of game and then you look at the very inexpensive price of it, and I simply can't see why the
thumbs down.

It entertained me. Some of the levels challenged me. It cost less that a coffee and a muffin. No need to whine and grumble.
People expect so much even when they pay so little. I don't get it.... Quantum Conscience is an interesting visual novel that I'd
recommend to anyone whose a fan of the genre.

The game revolves less around spoken choices, and choices are instead influenced by the use of the protagonists telepathic
ability, which is a nice break from the "good option, neutral option, bad option" styles in most other similar games.

There's also four different endings, and the ability to romance characters, regardless of the protagonists gender, which is a nice
bonus.

Overall, I'd give it an 8\/10, it's definitely more than worth it's low price.. Eh, what we have here is a standard food trivia
game with 5k Steam Achievement spam. Is it good? Not really. Is it priced appropriately and does it do what it claims?
Yeah. I actually didn't purchase for the Achievements - I am into food. We had fun for exactly 10 minutes and then
moved onto other things.. I got about 5 local coop vr games and i find this one the most intersting to play with
company. A must buy in my opinion. It already has an acceptable number of sports but i still wish it had more even if
they are to come as dlc. 404 Unknown. The scenery is beautiful. With the Taurus you can surely have a nice experience.
Unfortunately there are several mistaken PZB 500Hz points. You pass an all-green advance signal, thinking there
would be nothing to care for with the PZB, then after some 400m you get an emergency brake. This happens on vR
expert line BR 101 and RSSLO Talent. So you'd have to run a quick drive first, take notes of thouse points. Or you
could press the PZB acknowledge all the way during a career mission : p
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